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ABSTRACT 

With the increase of lithium-ion batteries energy density and capacity, the thermal explosion is becoming 
a significant issue that can't be ignored. In this work, one kind of commercial 18650 lithium-ion battery 
with different states of charge (SOCs) and cycling times is used to evaluate the thermal explosion hazards 
by a ramp heating method in an extend volume accelerating rate calorimeter (EV-ARC). Some thermal 
characteristic parameters are selected and analyzed from the experiment trails, such as the cell surface 
temperature, temperature raise rate, canister internal pressure and average canister temperature. The 
experiment results show that the maximum surface temperature of the battery and the maximum canister 
internal pressure increase with the increase of SOC when the thermal explosion occurs. The thermal 
energy released from the battery under different SOCs during thermal explosion is calculated using the 
initial and the maximum temperature on the battery and the canister surface. A fully charged fresh battery 
can release 61.7 kJ energy when it gets into thermal explosion, which could be converted to an explosion 
TNT-equivalent of 5.57 g. Compared with fresh batteries, aging batteries are more prone to get into 
thermal explosion and the thermal explosion hazards increase. 
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INSTRUCTION 

As a new type of clean energy, lithium-ion battery has been widely used in electric vehicles filled 
for its high energy density and long-life span, but thermal runaway (TR) with fire or even explosion 
will occur under some abuse conditions such as overheating, overcharging, crush and short circuit 
[1-3]. Nowadays, with the decreasing numbers of basic units in the battery pack and the increasing 
vehicle energy density, the new generation lithium-ion batteries would have higher energy density 
and specific capacity. Once the battery with higher specific energy got into thermal explosion (TE), 
it would certainly cause more severe damage. Hence, it is very vital to conduct the study on the TE 
hazards of high specific energy lithium-ion battery. 

The safety behaviors of lithium-ion battery is affected by electrode materials, SOCs, cycling times, 
etc. [4-14]. The safety rank of cathode materials is LiFePO4 (LFP) > LiMnO4 (LMO) > 
LiNixCoyMnzO2 (NCM) > LiCoO2 (LCO) [4-7]. Furthermore, the charged cells are more dangerous 
than discharged cells [8, 9], meanwhile the cells at high SOCs would release more energy when it 
gets into TR [10-12]. Aging also play an important role in lithium-ion battery safety, the cell which 
cycled many times at specific temperatures usually has a reduced thermal stability [13], e.g. the 
aging cells create an additional decomposition reaction before the fresh cells under the same abuse 
conditions [14]. Liu et al. [11] investigated the thermally-induced failure of 18650 cells with a 
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Copper Slug Battery Calorimetry, the results showed that for LCO, LFP and NCM cells, the LCO 
cells released the highest energy of 37 kJ/cell at 100% SOC. Besides, the combustible materials 
released from failure cells would translate into another fire and/or explosion if the ventilation was 
poor. Lu et al. [10] also calculated the energy released by 18650 LCO cell at 4.2 V. The released 
energy measured by vent size packet 2 (VSP2) with a customized stainless steel canister was 
converted to 1.77 g TNT-equivalent. Chen et al. [9] improved the TNT-equivalent method [10] for 
the conversion of battery TE energy, and they found that the TNT-equivalent mass for one 18650 
LCO cell at 100% SOC was 1.9 g. However, in research [9] and [10] the thermal energy absorbed 
by the air and canister were ignored, and these two parts of energy were also ignored in our previous 
work [15]. Yayathi et al. [12] analyzed the energy distributions exhibited for runaway lithium-ion 
batteries by extend volume accelerating rate calorimeter (EV-ARC) with a sealed canister, and the 
energy absorbed by the canister was 45-55% of the total energy. Christopher et al. [16], explored the 
influence of cell sizes on thermal runaway energetics on cells from 3 to 50 Ah, and the results 
showed that the normalized total heat released is relatively constant over that cell size range and the 
normalized heating rate increased with the increase of cell sizes. 

In this paper, one kind of 18650 NCM battery was tested by the EV-ARC with a sealed canister. 
The total energy released form the cells was calculated and the value was converted to a TNT-
equivalent. The cell surface temperature (Tsurf) and the canister internal pressure (Pinter) during the 
whole test were recorded. The effects of SOCs and cycling times on TE hazards of sample cells 
were also discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A series of tests were carried out by the EV-ARC (THT Inc. England) [17] with a sealed stainless 
canister. The canister mass is 0.7 kg with a specific heat capacity of 0.5 kJ/(kg·K). There are 6 ports 
on the canister and the internal volume is 292 ml. One port is designed for the introduction of the 
thermocouple into the canister and one 1/16'' port is to connect the pressure measurement line, the 
other 4 1/8'' ports could be used for voltage monitoring wires, gas flushing, nitrogen inerting or for 
additional thermocouples. In our tests these four ports were tightened with plugs and the canister is 
initially filled with air [18]. To ensure the canister with leakage during the tests, the thermocouple 
port was sealed with epoxy (Araldite 2014-1) and the hole in the middle of the canister was sealed 
with a viton O-ring. Three thermocouples were set at different positions on the canister surface to 
get an average temperature. 

A ramp heating method was used to induce the sample cells to get into TE. Compared with common 
EV-ARC tests, in this mode the "Start Temperature" value was set to 300 °C and the EV-ARC 
would overheat the sample until it got into TE. The advantage of this "ramp heating method" is that 
it can greatly reduce the duration time of the test (about 70-90 min for per test) and at the same time 
the TE onset temperature (T0), the max cell surface temperature (Tmax), the max canister internal 
pressure (Pmax) and the average canister temperature (Tavg) could be picked up from the experiment 
trails. The battery explosion heat could be calculated using these data. However, the experiment 
results couldn't be used to estimate the exothermic onset temperature and the apparent kinetic 
parameters of the sample cells. 

Figure 1a shows the picture of the sample cell located in the canister before tightening the lid and 
Fig. 1b shows the final test apparatus in the EV-ARC. In order to ensure reproducibility, at least 2 
tests were conducted under each operating condition. 

Figure 2 shows the picture of pre- and post-tests sample cell. The jelly roll was ejected from the can 
when the cell got into TE. The test sample is a commercial 18650 lithium-ion cell with 2000 mAh 
capacity, the cathode and anode materials are Li (Ni0.5Mn0.2Co0.3) O2 and graphite, respectively. The 
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operating voltage range is from 2.75 V to 4.2 V. In this work, the SOCs of fresh cells were 25, 35, 
50, 65, 75, 85, and 100%. And before being charged to the special SOC with a rate of 0.5 C, the 
fresh cells were cycled 3 times with 0.5 C at ambient temperature (25 °C). For the aging cells, they 
were cycled with 1 C at ambient temperature with 100, 200, 300 and 400 times and were finally 
fully charged with 0.5 C. 

 

Fig. 1. The illustration of the canister (a) [15] and the final test apparatus in the EV-ARC (b). 

 

Fig. 2. The picture of the sample cells before and after the EV-ARC test. After the test the cell can ruptured and 
some broken electrodes ejected from the cell. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The initial temperature of thermal explosion 

According to Fig. 3a, the whole experimental progress could be divided into 3 stages with 2 critical 
temperatures (Tvent and T0) [19, 20].  

Stage 1: The Tsurf and the Tavg rises slowly, as shown in Fig. 4. The rise rate of Tsurf is also 
relatively moderate. In stage 1, the battery capacity starts to fade that is caused by the fact that 
lithium-ion deintercalated from anode [21, 22]. Then the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) starts to 
decompose. Without the protection of SEI the anode begins to react with the electrolyte to release 
some heat [23, 24]. When the temperature continues to get higher, the separator starts to melt, thus 
making some micro short circuit points appear. Although the separator melting reduces the 
temperature rise rate, soon an accelerating process appears because of the micro internal short 
circuit [25]. 

Stage 2: When the cell surface temperature gets to Tvent = 176 °C, a temperature rise rate reduce and 
a small pressure rise can be observed as shown in Fig. 3. At Tvent, the cell safety valve opens and 
some gas leak from the cell to reduce the cell internal pressure. In stage 2, the internal short circuit 
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continues and the cathode begins to react with the electrolyte [2, 3]. Besides, the temperature rise 
rate is significantly higher than that in stage 1. 

Stage 3: When the cell surface temperature gets to T0=234 °C, the temperature growth rate increases 
rapidly and a significant pressure rise can be observed as shown in Fig. 3b. In Fig. 4, the cell surface 
temperature begins to rise exponentially, thus meaning the sample gets into TE. So, T0 was defined 
as the initial temperature of TE in this paper. 

  

Fig. 3. The test data profiles of fresh cell at 75% SOC: (a) cell surface temperature rise rate versus cell surface 
temperature; (b) canister internal pressure versus cell surface temperature. 

INFLUENCE OF THE SOC ON THERMAL EXPLOSION HAZARD OF FRESH CELLS 

Transient data was collected throughout each test for Tsurf, Tavg and Pinter. All tests were conducted 
when the Tsurf reached 30 °C. Figure 4 shows the temperature (both Tsurf and Tavg) and Pinter profiles 
for 4 picked tests. Noting that the O-ring would get damaged when the pressure exceeds about 24 
bar, so the peak pressure for high SOC (75, 85, and 100%) samples got down in several minutes 
rather than maintained for stable value, as shown in Fig. 4. All peak temperatures and pressures are 
marked in each figure. The trend of three curves of each test is consistent as shown in Fig. 4; Tsurf is 
lower than Tavg until the sample gets T0, then Tsurf goes up exponentially and there is also a rapid 
increase for Pinter. T0 is a critical point between Tsurf and Tavg. Before this point, the canister is heated 
directly by the EV-ARC and then the cell is heated by the hot canister, so the Tavg is higher than the 
Tsurf. After this point, there is a series of violent exothermic reactions happening in the cell [2, 3], 
which release amount of energy to make the cell and canister temperature rise instantly. The Pinter 
has two jumps during the entire experiment: (1) The cell safety valve opens to release a bit of gas 
and energy, which makes the pressure rise slightly by about 1.46 bar (an average value for 15 tests). 
This slight ejection also causes the cell surface temperature to decrease slightly, but it rebounds 
quickly; (2) The cell gets into TE, a large amount of gas, tiny solids and energy are ejected from the 
cell to make the pressure increase significantly. Besides, some energy is absorbed by the canister, 
causing a sharp temperature jump of the canister. 

Figure 5 shows the change curves of Tsurf and Pinter with time under different SOCs. It can be 
observed that, overall, the time from cell started to be heated to TE (tTE) increases as its SOC 
decreasing, and 100% SOC is about 13 min earlier than 25% SOC. Meanwhile, when a cell gets into 
TE, the higher the SOC is, the higher the maximum cell surface temperature and the canister 
internal pressure is. In Fig. 5, the maximum pressure is 36.2 bar at 682 °C of 100% SOC, while for 
25% SOC it's 14.2 bar at 476 °C. 
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The critical statistics of fresh cells is summarized in Table 1. When the battery gets into TE, overall, 
the maximum temperature and the maximum pressure increase with the increase of SOC, but the 
initial temperature/pressure of vent and TE varied little from 25 to 100% SOC, while in high SOCs 
(75, 85, and 100%) these values get a little lower. It’s probably caused by the experimental errors. 
The mass loss at 100 and 85% SOC are higher than other conditions, the quality of the loss includes 
electrolyte solution and some electrode materials. Tmax increases with the increase of SOC as shown 
in Fig. 6, and the value between 25 and 35% SOC is very close as well as for 75 and 85% SOC. 

  

  

Fig. 4. The sample data of typical operating conditions: fresh cell at 25, 50, 75, and 100% SOC. 

The pressure increase trend is more obvious and regular. As shown in Fig. 6, the pressure values 
could be approximated as an arithmetic progression with a tolerance of 3 from 25 to 85% SOC until 
it suddenly rises at 100% SOC. The pressure value at 100% SOC is about 1.3 times of the value at 
85% SOC, and about 2.5 times of the value at 25% SOC. This may be caused by the violent internal 
reaction of 100% SOC, which caused more flammable gas releasing and at high SOCs even a gas 
explosion [26] would occur in the canister. Besides, the cell doesn't go to TE at 0% SOC and some 
electrolyte solution released from the cell was found on the bottom of the canister, Wu et al. [27] 
had confirmed this point in their research.  

Table 2 shows the state of health (SOH) of these aging cells, the capacity loss is not obvious when 
cycle times is less than 300. When the cells are cycled 400 times, the capacity decreases to less than 
80%, which can be regarded as scrap [24, 28]. Compared with fresh cells (0.5 C, 3 cycles at ambient 
temperature), the tTE of aging cells are advanced, and the more cycles the cell has, the easier the 
cells get into TE. In Fig. 7, both the peak temperature and peak pressure of fresh cells and aging 
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cells are close, but the aging cells are more prone to get into TE. For 400-cycles-cell, the tTE is about 
15 min ahead of fresh cells. 100, 200 and 300-cycles-cells have similar capacity fade and thermal 
profiles. Although their capacity fade is not obvious, the tTE is still shorter than fresh cells. This may 
be caused by some irreversible changes, including active material loss, electrolyte reduction and 
lithium deposition [13, 14, 29]. 

  
Fig. 5. The test data profiles of fresh cells at different SOCs: (a) the comparison cell surface temperature;  

(b) the comparison of canister internal pressure. 

Table 1. Summary of the experimental data from the fresh cells 

SOC, 
% 

Mass, 
g 

Loss 
mass, g c 

Vent b Start of TE Thermal  Explosion 

Tvent, °C Pvent, bar T0, °C P0, bar Tmax, °C Pmax, bar 

25 44.16 6.98 197.0 2.4 265.5 6.8 454.2 14.4 

35 d 43.62 8.99 191.3 2.0 251.5 6.1 462.8 15.0 

50 44.00 6.33 185.5 1.9 246.2 6.2 528.7 18.2 

65 d 42.98 7.26 184.3 1.9 267.2 5.8 632.9 20.5 

75 43.56 7.87 167.1 1.6 248.8 5.6 687.6 23.3 

85 43.91 10.45 177.2 1.7 247.5 5.8 689.5 27.0 

100 44.05 12.88 169.4 1.5 237.3 4.6 727.6 36.3 
a All calculations were the average of two tests except 100% SOC, in this condition there were 3 tests. 
b T is the cell surface temperature, P is the canister internal pressure, 1 bar = 100000 Pa. 
c Pre-test and post-test mass were measured to determine the overall mass loss of the cells. 
d These data come from our previous work [15]. 

Table 2. The state of health (SOH) of ageing cells 

Numbers Initial capacity, mAh Remained capacity, mAh SOH 

Fresh  - - 100% 

100  2010 2000 99.5% 

200  2100 2000 95.2% 

300  2040 1972 96.7% 

400 1925 1574 79.2% 
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Fig. 6. The maximum battery surface temperature and the pick pressure of fresh cells. 

INFLUENCE OF CYCLE TIMES ON THE THERMAL EXPLOSION HAZARD OF CELLS 

Table 3 shows the average of the two experiment results. Except for the T0 and Tmax, the other key 
experimental values are very close. The 400-cycles-cell shows the lowest T0, 205 °C, which is about 
32 °C lower than the fresh cells. The fresh cells show the highest Tmax, 728 °C, while the Tmax of 
400-cycles-cell is only 552 °C, but still higher than 100-cycles-cell, which has the highest external 
pressure, 36.9 bar. 

  
Fig. 7. The test data profiles of aging cells at 100% SOCs: (a) the comparison of cell surface temperature;  

(b) the comparison of canister internal pressure. 

Table 3. Summary of the experimental data from the aging cells 

Cycle Mass, g Loss mass, g 
Vent Start of TE Thermal Explosion 

Tvent, °C Pvent, bar T0, °C P0, bar Tmax, °C Pmax, bar 

Fresh 44.05 12.88 169.4 1.48 237.3 4.51 727.6 36.33 

100 44.24 13.11 158.8 1.16 228.1 4.84 534.8 39.31 

200 43.69 14.42 161.5 1.98 219.7 5.43 635.8 34.08 

300 43.65 15.09 159.0 1.92 220.3 4.65 699.3 35.87 

400 43.23 14.20 156.7 1.36 205.0 4.68 551.7 36.63 
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ENERGY CALCULATION AND CONVERSION 

By knowing the mass, the specific heat capacity and the transient temperature profiles, the total 
energy released from batteries during the TE can be calculated. The total energy is a combination of 
the energy which raises the cell temperature and the canister temperature, we ignore the energy 
raising canister internal gas temperature because it is difficult to calculate and the value is very 
small [8, 12]. The calculation method is shown in Eq. (1) 

( )max 0-PH C m T T∆ = , (1) 

where H∆  is the energy (kJ), PC  is the specific heat capacity (kJ/(kg·K)), m is the mass of sample 
cell or canister (kg), Tmax is the maximum temperature of the cell surface and canister surface (the 
average value) (°C), T0 is the initial temperature of cell surface and canister surface (°C). Note that 
the temperature of canister is an average of three data and the PC  of sample cell is measured by the 

EV-ARC, which is 1.06 kJ/(kg·K), for canister PC  is 0.5 kJ/(kg·K). In order to get a more intuitive 
interpretation of the energy released from the cells, we use the TNT-equivalent method to convert 
the thermal energy to TNT-equivalent [10]. The conversion method is shown in Eq. (2) [9] 

1/3
TNT

H
W

H

η∆= ,  (2) 

where W is the TNT-equivalent (g TNT), η  is the empirical mass of TNT (1-15 mass%, in general) 
and in this study we take 15% [9], HTNT is the explosive heat of TNT, for which a typical value is 
4.437 kJ/g. The amount of gas produced from the cell is calculated using the ideal gas law and the 
pressure data, note that we replace the gas temperature with the Tsurf for there is only one 
thermocouple port on the canister. The estimate method is shown in Eq. (3) [19, 30] 

0
0

0

p VpV pV
n n

RT RT RT
= − = − , (3) 

where P is the recorded pressure (Pa), V = 2.92×10-4 m3 is the canister internal volume, T is the cell 
surface temperature (K), R = 8.314 J/(mol·K) is the ideal gas constant. The calculation results are 
shown in Table 4. For fresh cells, the total energy released from the cells increases with the increase 
of SOC, and the average 100% SOC energy release is 61.72 kJ, which is equivalent to 5.57 g TNT. 
Furthermore, 116.6 mmol gas is released by the cell during the whole test. For aging cells, over all, 
the total thermal energy is lower than fresh cells at 100% SOC, which is close to fresh cells at 75 
and 85% SOC. However, the 400-cycles-cell releases 148 mmol gas and there is only 72.3 mmol 
and 92.3 mmol for 75 and 85% SOC. The total energy released from 300-cycles-cell is higher than 
other aging cells, the value is 56.5 kJ which is close to fresh cells at 100% SOC. In this situation the 
cell is at the junction of capacity fade and thermal stability decreasing. Although the 
electrochemical energy stored in the cell body is the same as fresh cells, the internal state is similar 
to 400-cycles-cell. So, the 300-cycles-cell releases much more thermal energy while it still 
maintains the similar thermal profiles to 100 and 200-cycles-cell. 

Figure 8 shows the energy distribution and the normalized θ  [12]. The fresh cells at 100% SOC 
release the highest energy and the thermal energy absorbed by the canister is the 54-69% of the total 
energy in all experiments. For fresh cells, the normalized θ  decreases with the increase of SOC, 
but for the aging cells it increases with the increase of cycle numbers. This ratio indicates that the 
thermal energy caused by cell thermal explosion is higher than the electrochemical energy stored in 
the cell. 
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Table 4. Characteristic calculated average values in the thermal-explosion experiments 

Item 
Cell 

energy, kJ 
Canister 

energy, kJ 
Total 

energy, kJ 
Electrochemical 

Energyb, kJ 
W, g 
TNT 

 aθ  
N, 

mmol 

Fresh-25% 8.84 12.49 21.33 6.51 1.92 3.28 53.73 

Fresh-35% 9.77 14.74 24.51 9.13 2.21 2.69 56.66 

Fresh-50% 13.17 18.59 31.76 13.25 2.86 2.40 64.75 

Fresh-65% 16.63 22.53 39.16 17.41 3.53 2.25 65.23 

Fresh-75% 20.26 28.88 49.15 20.08 4.43 2.45 72.29 

Fresh-85% 20.58 25.88 46.45 22.81 4.19 2.04 92.28 

Fresh-100% 22.91 38.80 61.72 27.57 5.57 2.24 116.6 

Cyc-100 14.36 31.90 46.27 27.59 4.17 1.68 165.0 

Cyc-200 19.28 29.74 49.01 27.81 4.42 1.76 122.1 

Cyc-300 22.16 34.37 56.53 27.47 5.10 2.06 113.7 

Cyc-400 15.77 30.37 46.14 22.24 4.16 2.07 148.2 
a The dimensionless θ  factor is the total calculated energy released to the electrochemical energy ratio. 
b The cell electrochemical energy was obtained from the battery test system. 

 

  

Fig. 8. Comparison of the energy distribution and the 
ratio ( θ ). 

Fig. 9. The explosion equivalent versus the peak 
canister internal pressure. 

According to Table 1 and 4, the total energy increases with the increase of SOC, but the regularity 
of the maximum surface temperature is not very clear, which is related to the accuracy of the 
thermocouple and the calorimeter. On the contrary, the peak pressure has the similar variation 
tendency to the total energy released from the fresh cells. Figure 9 shows the relationship between 
peak pressure and explosion heat equivalent. It can be seen that the explosion heat equivalent is a 
linear function of peak pressure, that is, the greater the external pressure, the higher the explosion 
heat equivalent of the battery, and the higher the thermal explosion hazards, which is more 
convenient and intuitive than calculating the total energy released from the batteries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The thermal explosion hazards of a commercial 18650 NCM cell at various SOCs and cycle 
numbers were studied by extend volume calorimeter with a ramp heating method. In this study, both 
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fresh cells and aging cells were charged to specific SOCs, and then put into the EV-ARC to be 
heated until them got into thermal explosion. A sealed canister was designed to measure the external 
pressure and the considerable energy released from a thermal runaway battery. The experimental 
results indicated that the thermal explosion hazards of 18650 lithium-ion battery increase with the 
increase of SOCs and cycle numbers. For fresh cells, the cells at 100% SOC released the highest 
thermal energy of 61.7 kJ (equivalent to 5.57 g TNT), the highest runaway temperature of 728 °C, 
the highest peak pressure of 36.3 bar and the most gas of 116.6 mmol. For aging cells, the time from 
started to be heated to thermal explosion decreased with the increase of cycle numbers, and the time 
for 400-cycles-cell was about 15 min ahead of fresh cells at 100% SOC, besides, the 400-cycles-cell 
had the lowest initial temperature at 205 °C, which was 32 °C lower than that of fresh cells with the 
same SOC. For fresh cells, the peak pressure showed a much more similar tendency to the total 
energy released from the cells at different SOCs, so it could be used as one of the judge standard of 
the thermal explosion hazards that the higher the peak pressure, the higher the thermal explosion 
hazards. 
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